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ABSTRACT

A theoretical methodology is suggested for finding the malaria parasites’ presence with the help of an intelligent
hyper-parameter tuned Deep Learning (DL) based malaria parasite detection and classification (HPTDL-MPDC)
in the smear images of human peripheral blood. Some existing approaches fail to predict the malaria parasitic
features and reduce the prediction accuracy. The trained model initiated in the proposed system for classifying
peripheral blood smear images into the non-parasite or parasite classes using the available online dataset. The
Adagrad optimizer is stacked with the suggested pre-trained Deep Neural Network (DNN) with the help of the
contrastive divergence method to pre-train. The features are extracted from the images in the proposed system to
train the DNN for initializing the visible variables. The smear images show the concatenated feature to be utilized
as the feature vector in the proposed system. Lastly, hyper-parameters are used to fine-tune DNN to calculate the
class labels’ probability. The suggested system outperforms more modern methodologies with an accuracy of 91%,
precision of 89%, recall of 93% and F1-score of 91%. The HPTDL-MPDC has the primary application in detecting
the parasite of malaria in the smear images of human peripheral blood.
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1 Introduction

Plasmodium parasites are responsible for instigating the devastating global scourge known as
malaria. These insidious parasites have caused the demise of over two million individuals and inflicted
infection upon a staggering 300 to 500 million people, as reported by the esteemed World Health
Organization (WHO) [1]. Detecting malaria infections promptly is paramount, as it allows healthcare
specialists to recommend appropriate treatments. The conventional method for diagnosing malaria
involves scrutinizing peripheral blood smears through microscopy, which remains the most prevalent
and revered diagnostic technique, often considered the gold standard in malaria diagnosis [2].
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Malaria parasites wreak havoc upon the red blood cells (RBCs) within the human circulatory
system. Skilled pathologists examine these RBCs under a light microscope, meticulously assessing
their shape, size, and color variations to discern the telltale signs of malaria infection. However, this
manual process, reliant on the expertise of pathologists, is fraught with complexity and prone to
errors attributable to subjectivity, resulting in inconsistent and erroneous diagnoses. These diagnostic
inaccuracies can have dire consequences, including the loss of patients’ lives. Recent research has
shown a decline in concurrence rates among pathologists in identifying this epidemic disease. The
primary objective of this research endeavor is to develop computerized detection frameworks for
malaria, which seek to replicate the traditional gold standard of malaria diagnosis when analyzing
smear images of blood. This automated diagnostic system proves immensely beneficial to malaria
specialists, significantly enhancing the efficiency of pathologists and reducing the reliance on these
experts in remote rural areas [3]. Within the realm of microscopy-based malaria diagnosis, a renowned
stain by the name of Giemsa is expertly applied to peripheral blood smear images with the precise aim
of visually discerning the presence of malaria parasites. This intricate staining procedure imparts a
resplendent purple tint to the unblemished red blood cells, while platelets, parasites, white blood cells
(WBCs), and incidental artifacts are cast into a profound shade of purple. It thus becomes an imperious
necessity to methodically categorize the constituents of these amethyst-hued blood cells into two
discrete classifications, employing visual cues as our guideposts. These classifications encompass non-
parasitic blood cell elements, such as artifacts, WBCs, and platelets, in tandem with the components
of blood cells afflicted by the parasitic invaders [4]. Consequently, this scholarly inquiry introduces
an avant-garde malaria detection system, one that artfully wields the formidable capabilities of deep
learning (DL) within the confines of a computer-aided framework.

The realm of computer vision assumes a pivotal role in the automated identification of malaria
parasites from smear images of peripheral blood, a proposition advanced within the confines of this
study. The methodology for detecting stained objects draws inspiration from the scholarly contribu-
tions of Quinn et al. [5], who advocate an approach rooted in color histograms. Subsequently, an
innovative method grounded in binary classification, hinging on the principles of k-nearest neighbor
(k-NN), is proffered [6]. Furthermore, Rajaraman et al. [7] have devised a statistical technique to
identify the malaria parasite.

A system to identify the malaria parasite is suggested depending on the feature set based
on the histogram, and various statistical classifiers like SVM, Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
naïvebayes, and k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) are utilized by Dong et al. [8], where ANN obtains
the greatest accuracy of detection. The classification models based on DBN are utilized for hand-
written recognition, information retrieval, 3-D object recognition [9], machine transliteration and
motion capture model. The probabilistic generative models, also called DBNs, have different hidden
variable layers using the merging of trained Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). DBNs are trained
using the discriminative tune-up procedure in the greedy unsupervised technique to improve the
classification tasks’ performance. The deep belief networks obtain higher modeling capability than
general networks, which are not deep. The discriminative or generative models are the trained factor by
these networks. The backpropagation is used for the discriminative training of DBNs. DBNs introduce
the multilayer feed-forward Neural Networks (FFNN) using the achieved features in every layer to
lower the data overfitting. The feature is needed in the supervised classification with the less training
samples. A granulometry technique and a mathematical morphology are suggested for identifying
the parasite infections, which Ren et al. designed [10]. By classifying the malaria parasite from a
blood sample’s microscopic images, Sampathila et al. revealed a computational method for diagnosing
malaria [11]. Residual Attention Network (RAN) technology was used by Qanbar et al. [12] to aid in
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examining and classifying blood samples as infected or non-infected. One of the earliest deep learning
algorithms was used by Fuhad et al. [13] to create a completely automated system to identify malaria
parasites and their stages from blood smears. To find the infected RBC parasites, VGG16 was used by
Masud et al. [14]. Alok et al. unveiled a new deep-learning method for diagnosing malaria [15]. Irmak
[16] suggested using a special convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture to recognize malaria
from thin blood cell images. Li et al. proposed malaria detection using a Residual Attention learning
network with the help of SVM [17], which presents more contemporary methods for malaria detection.
Oyewola et al. in [18] described a recently suggested deep-learning model called a convolutional data
augmentation neural network (DACNN). The existing studies should have mentioned the merits of
deep-learning architecture. The major research gap is that the researchers must address the over-fitting
and under-fitting issues while adopting a classifier model. Also, the existing approaches encounter
computational complexity. Therefore, these gap needs to be addressed in this work. The basic aim
is to establish the correct and powerful machine learning model with the help of Deep Boltzmann
Machine (DBM) for separating the objects of stained blood cell-like non-parasites and parasites in the
proposed system to consider as the major critical phase in the automatic diagnosis system of malaria.
This research gives a more effective and easy technique than previous research in the malaria parasites
classification. The major research contributions are:

1) To propose an intelligent hyper-parameter tuned deep-learning enabled malaria parasite
detection and classification (HPTDL-MPDC) technique on blood smear images.

2) The proposed HPTDL-MPDC technique incorporates data pre-processing, Visual Geometry
Group (VGG)19-based feature extraction, deep neural network (DNN) with Long short-term memory
(LSTM) + CNN for classification, and Adagrad optimization (ADO) based hyperparameter tuning.

3) The global and local features are analyzed based on the texture and color features. Then, a pre-
trained network model with VGG19 is adopted to reduce the feature dimensionality, and the vector
size is evaluated with the parameter to enhance the classification. The proposed model enhances the
classification by 91%, which is substantially higher than other approaches.

4) As a complete framework, the proposed model intends to predict and classify using the
proposed model, which works well in feature extraction, classification and prediction. The proposed
model gives better prediction accuracy and establishes a better trade-off than other approaches.

The below remainder is organized for this research. The preliminaries are described in Section 2
to describe the major novel elements of this proposed model. The experiments and the results are
evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 describes the conclusion and the future goal.

2 Methodology

This section explains Deep Neural Networks (DNN) model. The methodology elaborates the
DNN training with the Adagrad optimizer model and the DNN adoption for optimizing and
classifying samples via the discriminative fine-tuning phase using hyper-parameters.

2.1 Dataset

In the proposed system, the utilized dataset comprises images derived from meticulously obtained
thin blood smears stained with Giemsa, originating from the malaria screening research conducted
by experts. This dataset consists of 150 instances of P. falciparum-infected patients and 50 instances
of healthy patients, all graciously provided by the National Institute of Health (NIH) [19]. The
images within this dataset have been meticulously annotated through manual efforts, involving the
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collaboration of the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and proficient slide readers associated with
the Mahidol Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit in Bangkok, Thailand. This comprehensive
dataset comprises a total of 27,558 images, evenly representing both unaffected and affected red blood
cells (RBCs). Notably, Fig. 1 portrays illustrative samples of the images featuring RBCs afflicted with
plasmodium, while Fig. 1 showcases samples of uninfected blood cell images devoid of plasmodium
presence. To standardize the data for classifier input, diverse sizes of colored patches on red blood
cells, ranging from 110 to 150 pixels, are rescaled to a uniform 120 × 120 dimension during the
preprocessing phase. Furthermore, rigorous measures are implemented to mitigate noise within the
dataset and scrutinize any artifacts that may be present.

Figure 1: Sample images (a) Malaria parasitized (b) Malaria uninfected. Adapted with permission
from reference [20], Copyright©https://lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov

2.2 Feature Extraction

Before performing feature extraction, the noises over the images are removed using preliminary
pre-processing and filtering techniques. However, the intermediate layers analyze and extract noise
over the images. The extraction of features has a considerable major part in the classification of the
image. The classification task has a performance based on the critical image features. The object’s
global and local features depend on its shape, texture, or color. The texture and color features are
considered the local features, and the global features are represented by shape. Handcrafted and deep
features are extracted from the pre-trained deep Neural Network (DNN) VGG19. The deep model
extracts the global and local features of the image.

https://lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov
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2.2.1 VGG19

Simonyan and Zisserman suggested the VGG19 in 2014 as the CNN, with 19 layers having 3
fully connected and 16 convolution layers for classifying the images into 1000 objects. The pre-trained
network with huge or thousands of images is acquired from the input database. This pre-trained
network model intends to categorize the images with various objects over the image. The benefits of
the model rely on quicker training speed, lesser training samples and superior accuracy. The training
of VGG19 is done on the database of ImageNet, which has a 1000 classification of million images. It
is a famous methodology for classifying images because of the usage of multiple 3 × 3 filters in every
convolutional layer. Fig. 2 shows the VGG19 architecture. The convolutional layers are included for
extracting features and the classification for the next 3 layers task. The segregation of the feature
extraction is used by the layers to 5 layers, with every group presented using the max-pooling layer.
The image has a 224 × 224 size as the input to the model and then outputs the label by the model for
the image object. The extraction of the features is done via the model of VGG19, which is pre-trained,
and yet, a different technique for machine learning is used for the classification. There is a requirement
to reduce the dimensionality to lower the feature vector size as the model of CNN calculates the large
parameters after the feature extraction, which is present in Fig. 2. The classification method helps the
dimensionality reduction to follow the Locality Preserving Projection.

Figure 2: VGG19 architecture

2.3 LSTM with Dense CNN

Here, the extracted features from VGG19 are provided to the LSTM sequentially for predicting
the outcome. A special Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) replaces the hidden layers via the gate and
storage mechanism. Therefore, the LSTM model can be applied to malarial parasite prediction. There
are three gates, i.e., input, forget and output gates. The former gate depicts the sequential input data to
the LSTM unit update; the forget gate is utilized to retain selectively (state of prior LSTM), and the last
gate manages the output information and provides the current hidden state passed to the successive
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iteration. It is expressed as in Eqs. (1)–(5):

it = σ(Wxi + Whihi−1 + bi) (1)

ĉt = tanh(Wxxxt + Whcht−1 + bc) (2)

ft = σ(Wxf xt + Whf ht−1 + bf ) (3)

ct = ft.ct + it.ĉt (4)

ht = ot. tanh (ct) (5)

Here, σ , tanh represents the activation function adopted to produce the value among 0 and 1 for
information passing, ct specifies the current state information, ĉt represents information gathered by
the present memory unit, and w represents the weighted coefficient of various gates related to the offset
coefficient. The following are the layer description in Table 1.

Table 1: Detailed layer description

Keras layer description Layer description

[<keras.layers.recurrent.LSTM object at 0x0000021A40E06E08>, Input layer
<keras.layers.core.Dropout object at 0x0000021A4801DA48>, Dropout layer
<keras.layers.recurrent.LSTM object at 0x0000021A4810B848>, LSTM with 150 neurons
<keras.layers.core.Dropout object at 0x0000021A4811AB88>, Dropout layer
<keras.layers.recurrent.LSTM object at 0x0000021A40E98C48>, LSTM with 250 neurons
<keras.layers.core.Dropout object at 0x0000021A481B9948>, Dropout layer
<keras.layers.recurrent.LSTM object at 0x0000021A4811AB08>, LSTM with 50 neurons
<keras.layers.core.Dropout object at 0x0000021A48346C88>, Dropout layer
<keras.layers.core.Dense object at 0x0000021A48419548>] Dense layer

It is observed from the above Fig. 2 that the dense network attains the appropriate features from
the input signal via local receptive field and weight sharing. The model acquires the features via the
gate mechanism. The proposed LSTM-CNN model is combined as a dense network for automatically
predicting malarial parasites. The CNN model extracts the local feature information, integrates all the
features attained from the two structures to the fully connected layers, and performs the prediction
process. Based on Fig. 3, it is seen that the proposed model provides simple architecture without a
complex one. It helps to reduce overfitting issues, complex hardware requirements, and time costs.
Operating the equipment with diverse configurations and attaining better prediction outcomes is easy.
In contrast, training the DL optimizer model requires reducing the loss function and changing the
epoch’s weight. The optimizer modifies the NN attributes like learning rate and weight. Therefore, it
enhances the accuracy and diminishes overall loss.

2.4 Optimization with Adagrad

The CNN model optimization has the fundamental algorithm, which is Adagrad optimization.
The below iteration of parameters is done in Gradient Descent (GD):

θt+1 = θt − η∗gt (6)
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Figure 3: LSTM with dense CNN architecture

Here, the upgraded value for the parameter is θt+1. Before the update, the value of the parameter
is θt. The rate of learning is η. The cost function gradient for the parameter is gt, which is presented
below:

gt = ∂Ek

∂θt

(7)

Here, the cost function is Ek. The mean squared error for the output is presented below when the
output has many parameters such as (y1, y2, . . . , yk).

Ek = 1
2

k∑

i=1

(
ŷi − yi

)2
(8)

The gradient has a huge volume of noise in every iterative computation. The momentum method
initiates the variable v concerning the momentum concept. The gradient in the parameters’ iterative
functions is always involved by adding all gradients after the attenuation degree variation that
efficiently alleviates the noise problem. The parameters and variable v are iterated using the rules
below in the momentum algorithm.

vt = ∝ vt−1 − ηgt (9)

θt+1 = θt + vt (10)

Here, the attenuation coefficient is α, and the learning rate is η. Additionally, a similar global
learning rate is used by degrading in addition to the gradient noise in the training process of CNN for
all the parameters. Every parameter has sight loss; the difference parameter is not perfect. The rate
of the adaptive learning algorithm is raised. The Adagrad algorithm sets the rate of global learning.
The actual learning rate (0.01) relevant to every parameter is not directly proportional to gathering
the square of relevant gradient where the rules are specific to certain iterations.

rt = rt−1 + g2
t (11)

θt+1 = θt − η

δ + √
rt

gt (12)
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Here, the element-wise square gt is indicated by g2
t . The small value has to eliminate division by

zero is represented by δ. The denominator is generated by accumulating gradient squares in the later
and middle stages, which become too large and turn to the procedure of iterative updating for the
premature end. The design of the RMSprop algorithm is developed to resolve the issue that no longer
generates the general gradient squares summation. The particular proportion is attenuated using the
introduction of the attenuation coefficient during every iteration. The below represents the particular
rules of iteration:

mt = β1mt−1 + (1 − β1) gt (13)

vt = β2vt−1 + (1 − β2) g2
t (14)

m̂t = mt

1 − β t
1

(15)

v̂t = vt

1 − β t
2

(16)

θt = θt−1 − η ∗ m̂t√
v̂t

(17)

Here, the first and second-order moment gradient estimates are the st and vt. The element-wise
square indicates g2

t . The gradient’s first- and second-order estimation moments are accordingly the m̂t

and ˆ after bias correction. The coefficients of attenuation are β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. The rate of
learning is η. The small value that has to eliminate the division by zero is δ. A new rate of learning
factor is initiated based on the difference of gradient to enhance Adam. A new rate of learning factor
η ∈ [10−4, 10−2] is a good choice.

2.4.1 Optimization Functionality

The second section presents that the learning rate is the major part of Adagrad’s iteration
parameter. The greater the step size is yielded, the greater the learning rate to iterate the parameter
and the greater risk of missing the optimum results. A smaller rate of learning attains more refined
learning. Moreover, the results of a smaller learning rate give less convergence speed. The important
enhancement optimizer trend is the rate of adaptive learning. Every parameter identifies the optimum
solution using every dimension of the parameter has the rate of adaptive learning more quickly, and
the convergence is realized for the function of cost.

Several adaptive algorithms are developed to increase with the beginning of Adagrad. The global
estimation of the gradient gives the rate of adaptive learning factor by many algorithms. Yet, the
local gradient is ignored to a few extensions. The rate factor of adaptive learning enhances the
attraction given to the present and latent gradient in the proposed system. The fundamental Adam
algorithm ensures the global gradient control at a similar time. In the training model of CNN, the
essence of degrade is used as the multi-objective optimization concept. The gradient sign implies
more information. Similarly, the objective function for the gradients is contiguous, having a similar
sign, while the learning rate is too small, and the parameter is placed at the rising edge of the falling
edge. Hence, the proposed system’s larger learning rate is used to iterate the parameter. At the same
time, the negative and positive alternations occur in the gradients when the learning rate is too large
that the objective function can hover over the minimum value. Hence, the smaller learning rate is used
in the proposed system to iterate the parameter. The new rate factor of adaptive learning is introduced
in the proposed system depending on the mentioned concept defined below:

λt = sig( 3
√

gt � gt−1) (18)
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Here, two consecutive gradients are g rand gt−1. The function of sig is the same as the sigmoid
function. The rate of learning increases in the proposed system when the two gradients have a similar
sign, and the rate of learning decreases when two gradients possess the various signs with the help
of the rate factor of adaptive learning. The operator is introduced to lower the severe parameters
oscillation in the iteration process because of the larger step size. The convergence speed is accelerated
efficiently when the step size is small. Lastly, the adjustment of the step size has the degree affected
using the particular image gradient value with the stronger adaptability. The below particular function
definition is presented:

sig (x) = 2
1 + p−x

(19)

The sig function is found as the monotonically increasing function. The sig function has a steeper
rising edge like the increases of base p. The range of values for the sig function is (0, 1) when the x
value is negative. The range of values for the sig function is (1, 2) when the x value is positive. The sig
function value is 1 when the x value is zero. The mentioned adaptive factor λt is used in the proposed
system to adjust the parameter’s learning rate.

The suggested technique is combined with Adagrad in the proposed system. The adaptive learning
rate is used to construct with the first-order moment of offset-corrected and the second-order moment
of offset-corrected for controlling the global gradient. Moreover, a new adaptive rate factor of learning
is initiated to control the local gradient. The parameters have the final iteration realized in the proposed
system based on the below rule:

θt = θt−1 − η ∗ λt ∗ m̂t

δ + √
v̂t

(20)

Here, t he iteration has the parameter value θt. The (t − 1) iteration has the parameter value the
θt−1. The rate of learning is η. In the proposed system, a new rate factor with adaptive learning is λt. The
small value is added to eliminate the division by zero, represented by δ. The most estimates of the first
and second order for the gradient are the m̂t andˆafter the bias correction. The proposed algorithm’s
iterative rule is the same as the degradation when λt equals 1. Based on the Adagrad optimizer, this
work intends an adaptive learning rate connected with the gradients to optimize the proposed training
process. With the gradients, the parameters in the convergence stage attain a lower cost function. While
the cost convergence parameter is considered, the learning rate is considered for faster convergence.

2.4.2 Convergence Rate Analysis

The proposed framework for learning is used for analyzing the system’s convergence. The cost
function is ft(θt) at the tenth iteration, and the parameter is the θt at the tenth iteration since the
arbitrary and unknown sequence of the provided convex cost function f (θ). There is an attempt
for the prediction θt, and the relevant cost function ft(θt) is evaluated every time t in the proposed
system. The regret function is used to resolve the mentioned in the proposed system. The global
optimum parameter θ ∗ is there in the proposed system. The predicted parameter θ t and global optimum
parameter θ ∗ for computing the difference between the summation of ft(θt) and ft(θ

∗) in the proposed
system for the feasible set χ for every iteration. The definition of the regret function is mentioned
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below:

Reg (θ ∗, ft) =
T∑

t=1

[ft (θt) − f1: T (θ ∗)] (21)

Here, θ ∗ = arg minθεχ

∑T

t=1[ft (θt) .The proposed model examines multivariate function indeed of
univariate function.

2.4.3 Testing Process

The algorithm’s ability is tested using the test function to find the global minimum that consis-
tently has the CNN model’s training process. Different forms of test functions are used for testing the
proposed performance algorithm. The algorithms share similar parameters, β1 and β2, to fix at 0.9 and
0.999 accordingly. The rate of global learning η is set as 0.01. The sig function has the base p as the
natural constant e. The initial test point is fixed as the origin.

The iteration parameter trajectory is the same as the algorithm to identify the global minimum
and finish the work, even though Adagrad can identify the global minimum after 40 iterations. The
proposed algorithm works well when compared to Adagrad. The result is nearer to the global minimum
after 40 iterations. The less noise is there in the test functions. The RMSprop outperforms other
previous algorithms. The proposed algorithm improves the RMSprop, which has a better performance.

The testing process is simple for the traditional architecture of CNN in the dataset test. The
network has two convolution layers: one fully connected and one flattened layer. The flattening layer
considers dropouts, and the convolution layer uses (300, 600) convolution kernels. The dataset has
2515 testing and 3555 training samples (70:30) and blood smear images of 28 ∗ 28 pixels. The CNNs
capability has the better classification on the dataset with the large attraction from the people. The
available online dataset is used to test. The test depends on the mini-batch RMSprop with the proposed
algorithm’s help to fasten the training process. The convergence curves for the cost function based on
the algorithms and the models have the classification error rates after training on the verification set.
The test groups are carried out for every algorithm since there are multiple random numbers in the
CNN initialization.

The proposed algorithm is combined with another degradation algorithm to enhance the perfor-
mance since the algorithm has the core which initiates the innovative adaptive rate factor for learning.
The RMSprop and adagrad have improved performance when combined with the proposed algorithm.
The improved algorithms have the convergence curves in the CNN training process presented below
with the original algorithm to indicate the process has a faster convergence speed. The proposed
algorithm obtains a better performance by the RMSprop.

3 Result Analysis

The proposed model’s performance is completely based on the input data. Thus, pre-processing
plays a substantial role in performing various experiments. Here, the images are manually resized, and
patches are rescaled to map the feature range to acquire faster convergence. Then, data augmentation
is applied to enhance the model performance. The parameters are rotation: 200, zoom at 0.05, width at
(0.05, −0.05), height is (0.05, −0.05), shear intensity is 0.05, and flip is set as true. The highly accurate
model effectively detects the parasite of malaria from the images of segmented cells, and the sequence
of experiments involves both deep learning and machine learning approaches. Various performance
measures are used to evaluate the model, like F1-score, Test Accuracy (Test Acc), Sensitivity (Sens.),
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Specificity (Spec.), and Precision (Prec). It is essential to consider that the model size is the major
element in the performance to ensure the models’ viability. The image is resized based on the input
from the model after the image is chosen from the gallery or getting the picture from the camera.
Hence, this is given to the model of CNN as the input to invoke the interpreter to obtain the outcome.
Thus, the model can run and examine the image. The model in binary gives the result after the analysis
that presents if the result is unaffected or parasitized.

The proposed system’s highly accurate and effective models are designed to predict the Malaria
parasites from the blood smear under microscopy. The sequence of experiments is conducted in
the proposed system to assess the deploying the models’ suitability in the power-related devices to
conduct the experiments. The autoencoder performs well than other techniques in the experiments.
The autoencoder model has a reported accuracy of 91%. On the other hand, the model has a better
performance and is reported as 91% concerning accuracy, which is presented in Table 2. The VGG19
model has the ensemble to obtain the performance. Moreover, a severe loss of model concerning
efficiency makes them not too suited to deploy in power-related devices. Billions of flops are required
by the VGG19 alone. On the other hand, this model needs a total of 4600 flops. This proposed model
is a thousand times more effective when compared to the better performances which are reported.

Table 2: Summary of existing works in epilepsy

References Samples Algorithms Prediction
accuracy

Saraswathi et al. [1] Regression tree, bayesian
network, artificial neural
networks, k-NN

86%

Dong et al. [2] Online available dataset Support vector machine (SVM)
and local binary patterns

90%

Rosado et al. [4] Recurrent neural networks 93%
Poostchi et al. [6] Correlation dimension 92%
Dong et al. [8] SVM 80%

This system is designed not for the diagnosis of malaria parasites effectively, yet a higher accuracy
is maintained. The accuracy of 91% is obtained by the experimental model having the 28 × 28 images
presented in Table 2, which is equivalent to the mentioned better performance. The experimented
model is suggested to consider the quality of the image with 91% accuracy. Compared to modern
performances, this model is performed considerably concerning specificity, precision, and sensitivity.

The proposed system compares precision, accuracy, F1-score, and recall. Table 2 shows all the
measures having the respective results. The suggested architecture is to perform 5-fold cross-validation,
which performs well with 89% precision, 91% accuracy, 91% F1-score, and 93% recall. Few results are
obtained from Table 2, with various convolutional layers. The accuracies of 90.33%, 89.80%, 87.50%,
73%, and 84% by the Faster R-CNN, Single Shot Detection (SSD) model, Asymmetric prediction
(AIP) model, and Multi-layered Asymmetric model (MLA-ASMP) model are attained accordingly.
The number of CNN layers observed increases until the accuracy, 5-layers, F1-score, and precision
are also increased. The CNN layers perform cross-validation results, one of the best in the proposed
system. Fig. 4 gives the graphical representation of the result. The training accuracy and loss are
shown in Fig. 4, and the loss is analyzed for 40 epochs. The precision, recall, and loss for the stacked
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architecture of CNN are also provided. The trained model has an accuracy greater than 91% for 13
epochs.

Figure 4: Performance evaluation based on training

It is complicated to distinguish the stains from other artifacts or plasmodium in the blood. In
the pre-processing stages, the normalization of the stain is used. The noise is reduced in the proposed
system to improve the image quality in pre-processing. After performing the pre-processing steps,
there is a drastic variance in precision, accuracy, F1-score, and recall. The proposed CNN obtained
the values of the optimum measures using the five-fold pre-processing, various filter sizes, dropout
layers, and hyperparameter optimization.

The pre-trained CNN extracts feature before classification; another customized CNN is also
considered. The stacked technique performs well in the uninfected cell image of blood and the
parasitized classification. This scenario has the optimum layers of CNN found to extract the feature
before the classification to detect the malaria parasites. The infected cells are found accurately based
on precision, accuracy, F1-score, and recall.

Further comparison with the outcomes of the suggested stacked model of CNN is done with
the suggested deep learning models. The baseline methodologies are selected to compare with the
suggested model as it obtains better outcomes in detecting the malaria parasite. The models are chosen
to compare the dataset, which is tested depending on the image slides of Giemsa-stained thin blood
smear. The shallow models are observed to provide a larger accuracy. Further, kernel shape (300, 600)
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plays a major part in CNN. Small size trains the infected cell image model of parasitized blood on
the small spots. The ROC curve computation. Similarly, the confusion matrix with the actual and the
predicted outcomes.

In [21], the ResNet model is suggested to perform well among the five pre-trained deep learning
models, having an accuracy of 85%, and the customized 3-layered CNN model obtains an accuracy of
90.00%. The approach of color normalization is used to enhance the accuracy [21]. The suggested
model improves the accuracy better than the baseline using the normalization of color at pre-
processing [21]. The suggested model is compared with other modern models and is presented in
Table 3. The performance comparison among the DL models based on CNN on the dataset of malaria
is presented in Table 4. The TL-VGG16 is customized with 16 and 8 convolutional layers and was
used by another CNN-related model to detect the malaria parasite. The customized technique obtains
96.29% accuracy [19], and TL-VGG16 obtains 97.77% accuracy. More time for training is needed
by very deep architecture like converges of TL-VGG16 [19] at 80 epochs. Tables 3 and 4 show the
performance evaluation of the training dataset.

Table 3: Performance evaluation based on the training dataset

Methods Precision Recall Accuracy F-score

HPTDL-MPD 89.00 93.00 91.00 91.00
Faster R-CNN [10] 88.65 86.90 89.80 89.71
AIP model [13] 86.43 85.00 73.00 85.12
MLA-ASMP [14] 87.12 87.98 84.00 86.85

Table 4: Performance evaluation

Measures Training dataset Testing dataset

Accuracy 91.00 89.00
Precision 89.00 87.00
Recall 93.00 90.11
F-score 91.00 90.21

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the proposed model with other approaches in testing and training
data, precision and recall. The dense architecture of LSTM with CNN for sequential feature analysis
is used to evaluate the smear images of blood with no normalization of stain. The CNN model is used
directly to the images of the dataset providing a poor value of accuracy of 0.08%. The remarkable stain
normalization improves the suggested model’s performance by 50% and reaches 91% and identifies the
phase for training and evaluating the suggested model.
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Figure 5: Performance evaluation based on training and testing

4 Conclusion

This work models a novel, intelligent hyper-parameter-tuned deep learning-enabled malaria par-
asite detection and classification (HPTDL-MPDC). Many parameter operations are added because
of the introduction of the new rate of adaptive learning. A new rate factor of adaptive learning is
introduced depending on the present and latest gradients that are not controlled by the changes of
global gradient yet also mention the changes of local gradient. When the gradient sign is similar, the
parameter is placed at the rising or falling edge for the objective function. The objective function
has the minimum value to identify the larger step quickly. The present and latest gradient values give
the adjustment factor of adaptive learning rate are higher than 1 via the algorithm to enhance the
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relevant parameters learning rate. The parameter oscillates near the objective function minimum value
indicated when the gradient value sign varies between negative and positive.

In this phase, the present and latest gradient value gives the adjustment factor of adaptive learning
rate less than 1 and higher than 0 via the algorithm to minimize the relevant parameters’ learning rate.
This algorithm supplements the previous algorithm combined with other previous algorithms. The
role of degrade shows the results to combine the proposed algorithm to have the best performance.
This methodology has yet to improve the original algorithm’s convergence speed. Yet, higher accuracy
is obtained in the test sets of classification. It has a flaw even though the proposed algorithm performs
better in the experiment. The proposed algorithm introduces knowing that the gradient provides
the alternation of the negative and positive phenomenon to train using the smaller learning rate.
The risk of falling is increased to the local minimum. The present and latent gradients are used in
the proposed system for further study for constructing other calculation functions of the adaptive
learning rate factor; hence the local gradients play the proper part in the training process of CNN. The
suggested system outperforms more considerably modern methodologies having 91% accuracy, 91% as
accuracy and F1-score, and 93% recall. Due to the hardware constraint, the major research constraint
is analyzing the input samples. There are only fewer samples which turn out to be a limitation in the
prediction process. Thus, in the future, samples for evaluation need to be improved. However, it will
be resolved with validation with huge samples.
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